The Regenerative Earth Summit: Food + Climate + Culture is about the
ground we walk on and the planet we call home.
It is an invitation to the organic, non-GMO, and emergent regenerative food
and agriculture movement, the soil carbon sequestration community and
the local food movement. By joining together, we can create a positive
revolution in how humans work cooperatively to bring healthy, nutritious foods to
our communities, work in tandem with earth’s life support systems to sequester
carbon, and learn how to share one planet with millions of other species.

November 6 - 7, 2017
Sustainability, Energy and Environment Complex
University of Colorado, Boulder

For participants, the Summit designed as a participatory framework – speakers
and attendees come to engage: to listen, to learn and to contribute. It is an
experience designed for the robust flow of ideas, a shared sense of purpose, and
the fostering of collaborative relationships. The objective is to support farmers
and ranchers with cooperation from the food and fiber industries to bring about a
regenerative revolution in the agriculture system. By turning our attention to the
ground beneath our collective feet, we can grow more nutritious and health
enhancing food through carbon draw down and mitigate the effects of climate
change.
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The Regenerative Earth Summit: Food + Climate + Culture will build a
foundation for community and action. It will blend the necessary and important
academic underpinnings and the real-world application of principles and practices
in farming, ranching, land management, food production and distribution and
climate action. It will span from local to global. The Summit is designed as a
participatory framework – speakers and attendees come to engage: to listen, to
learn and to contribute.
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Sponsorship Benefits
Regenerative Earth Summit Sponsors will enjoy recognition at the event and in
event promotions to an estimated audience over 100,000. Traditional and new
media will be at the event. Sponsorships are tax deductible.
Sponsorship Benefits:
Private Meeting with Summit Speakers
Spotlight in eBlasts, social media and
eNewsletters
Recognition from the podium
Logo in slide program throughout Summit
Prominently Positioned Linked logo on
Summit webpage
Linked logo on Summit webpage
Logo on Summit Live Streamed Page
Logo on Summit Produced Videos
Name on Summit Live Stream Page
Name on Summit Produced Videos
Display Tabletop in Regenerative
Marketplace (Space and Placement based
on Sponsor Level)
Complimentary Summit Pass
Social Media Mentions Leading to Summit
Logo and Hyperlink on Summit webpage for
12 months
Logo Listed on Summit Promotions and
Signs
Social Media Kit provided for Underwriter’s
use including links to video, blogs and event
both before and after Summit
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